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Logitech announces a pair of additions to the Master series of premium PC peripherals-- the
"engineered and crafted in Switzerland" MX Master 3 mouse and the MX Keys wireless
keyboard.

  

  

“Our newest flagship products are designed for advanced users, such as software developers,
engineers or designers, who want to be more productive and need to interact with their digital
content at the speed of thought,” the company says. “The MX Master 3 MagSpeed Scroll Wheel
is our fastest, quietest and most advanced scrolling wheel to date, and MX Keys brings you the
most comfortable low-profile typing experience we can provide so you can work as long as you
want. When used together, these premium performance tools deliver the ultimate solution to
your desktop.”

      

The MX Master 3 promises to remain comfortable even after long hours of use, thanks to a
"carefully sculpted" design. A MagSpeed Scroll Wheel promises to be both fast and quiet thanks
to electromagnet technology, while a Darkfield 4000 DPI sensor tracks on all surfaces, including
glass. The battery lasts for up to 70 days on a full charge, and 3 minutes of quick charging
provides a full day of use. The mouse includes profiles for popular applications, and customers
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can further customise it using Logitech Options software.

  

Meanwhile the MX Keys is an advanced wireless keyboard offering fluid keystrokes and smart
illumination able to adjust automatically according to room illumination. It switches off
automatically when not in use in order to save battery power, and a Plus version includes a soft
and durable detachable palm rest. Connectivity takes place via Bluetooth.

  

Both MX Master 3 and MX Keys should reach retailers by October 2019.

  

Go Logitech Enables Advanced Users to Achieve Peak Performance With MX Master 3 and
MX Keys
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